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Extensive evidence clearly endorses the use of standardized reasoning ability tests
and subject-specific knowledge tests as valid and useful tools for admission-restricted
study programs. Yet, tests are still rarely applied for university admission in Germany.
Instead, current admission practices are predominantly based on grade point average
(GPA) achieved in high school. In the present study, we report the development and
validation of a test battery for admission into bachelor’s degree programs in psychology
for German universities. Its compilation is driven by evidence from international validity
generalization, consensual models of cognitive abilities, and a taxonomy of the B.Sc.
psychology degree in Germany. It consists of three subtests for reasoning ability,
two tests that tap relevant declarative knowledge, and two psychology-specific text
comprehension tests. N = 371 freshmen from five German universities completed the
tests and university GPA was retrieved 2.5 years later. We use confirmatory factor
analyses and structural equation modeling to investigate the construct and criterion
validity of the test battery. The results indicate that individual tests, as well as the
test battery, meet psychometric requirements. As expected, the test battery predicts
university GPA substantially and incrementally beyond high school GPA. The results
illustrate the substantial added value that standardized achievement tests provide in
university admissions.

Keywords: student selection, cognitive abilities, text comprehension, knowledge, criterion validity

INTRODUCTION

From an egalitarian perspective, university admission should be based on random selection to offer
all applicants the same chance of obtaining a university place. This perspective, however, neglects
evident individual differences in the ability to successfully obtain an academic degree. Individual
differences in mastering the contents of an academic degree are of great importance to both the
individual and the society. Therefore, university admission (in Germany) is geared toward a largely
meritocratic system (Perfetto et al., 1999)—the admission process prioritizes those individuals
whose expected aptitude to successfully complete the studies is considered the highest. Admission
to capacity-restricted degrees in Germany is primarily based on success in high school, a procedure
that is legitimized by comprehensive evidence that the grade point (GPA) in high school is a strong
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predictor of university success (e.g., Trapmann et al., 2007).
School grades are highly valid and readily available, but they
also suffer from a lack of comparability across schools and
states (Köller et al., 2004). Additionally, they are correlated
with sex (Voyer and Voyer, 2014) and socioeconomic status
(Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung, 2020). As there is
no convincing evidence for a causal effect of sex or parent’s
SES on school (or university) achievement, group differences
in school grades with respect to these variables are problematic
because they are the basis for top-down admission to university.
Therefore, alternative or supplementary selection procedures
have been proposed, of which subject-specific aptitude tests
have proven to be the most valid and useful (Camara and
Kimmel(eds), 2005).

Despite the overwhelming scientific evidence, aptitude
tests have not made their way into the highly selective
bachelor psychology studies in Germany, but jurisdiction
and policymakers have recently demanded to improve
admission processes for restricted studies beyond GPA
(Bundesverfassungsgericht [BVerfG], 2017). Therefore, we report
the development and initial validation of an admission test for
bachelor psychology students. Thereto, we build on the extensive
literature on subject-specific aptitude tests and contemporary
models of cognitive ability. In the following, we first discuss
general requirements for admission procedures and which types
of measures are suitable. Subsequently, we discuss models of
cognitive ability and how they relate to aptitude tests prevalent
in university admission. Finally, we describe our rationale for the
development of a psychology-specific aptitude test.

Procedures used to make admission (i.e., selection) decisions
must meet strict psychometric and legal requirements because of
their far-reaching consequences (e.g., access to professions,
salary, social status, but also potential lawsuits). These
requirements have been described in several professional
guidelines and norms (e.g., International Organization for
Standardization [ISO], 2011; American Educational Research
Association [AERA] et al., 2014; DIN, 2016; Tippins et al., 2018).
In there, the focus lies on different aspects of the admission
process such as the characteristics of the procedure itself (e.g.,
objectivity, reliability, validity, fairness) and qualifications of
the responsible persons (e.g., familiarity with standardized
behavioral observation or psychometric testing). Although
choosing an appropriate method to select students might
initially seem complicated, the boundary conditions of university
admission processes and the extant scientific literature on the
utility of different methods simplify the choice considerably.

First, an admission process must be insusceptible to
intentional distortions to ensure that applicants are assessed
appropriately and fairly. Because admission testing is a high-
stakes situation, it is in the interest of all applicants to present
themselves in a way that maximizes their chances of admission.
This potentially includes purposefully embellishing or misstating
one’s accomplishments, attributes, and abilities. Consequently,
all methods based on self-report data that cannot be verified
are unsuitable. This includes all measures of typical performance
(Cronbach, 1960), such as questionnaires of personality or
interests. While some traits typically measured in self-report

are certainly relevant for academic and career success, extensive
research has shown that self-report measures are susceptible to
faking (Viswesvaran and Ones, 1999), that applicants do fake in
high-stakes situations, and that this affects selection decisions
(Donovan et al., 2014). Principally suited, on the other hand, is
information that can be verified (e.g., grades, work experience),
as well as measurements of maximum performance. In the latter,
applicants are confronted with different tasks (e.g., intelligence
tests, interviews, assessment centers) and instructed to do as well
as they can. In proctored testing, it is therefore impossible for
applicants to falsify test results upwards in their favor. In turn,
prior test training and coaching can lead to increases in test scores
(e.g., Kulik et al., 1984; Levacher et al., 2022) but do not improve
cognitive ability (e.g., Estrada et al., 2015). It is therefore essential
to give all applicants the same opportunity to comprehensively
familiarize themselves with the tests free of charge in order to
allow for a fair competition (American Educational Research
Association [AERA] et al., 2014).

Second, admission procedures for selective study programs
must be scalable to large numbers of applicants. Given the
financial and personnel resources of universities, this reduces the
choice of admission procedures to those that entail justifiable
financial, time, and personnel expenses. Work samples and
standardized interviews, for example, have proven to predict
job performance (e.g., McDaniel et al., 1994) and to some
degree academic achievement (e.g., Hell et al., 2007b). However,
the resource requirements of such interactive methods are
arguably prohibitive in the case of bachelor psychology student
admission in Germany—in the state of Baden-Württemberg, for
example, universities face approximately 17,000 applications for
700 study places. For smaller admission problems, for example
in specialized master’s programs or Ph.D. programs, interactive
procedures may be justifiable and useful, but in mass processes
such as the admission to bachelor’s programs, they are hardly
justifiable from a cost-benefit perspective.

Finally, we argue that predictive validity is key in any
evaluation of admission procedures. Because the degree of
success in higher education is essential for both the individual
and the institutions, the utility of admission procedures should
mainly be evaluated by their ability to predict academic
achievement—above and beyond high-school GPA, which is
already routinely used and which is an established predictor of
academic achievement (Trapmann et al., 2007).

If the requirements of incremental predictive validity,
efficiency, and robustness against intentional distortions are
considered jointly, the extant scientific literature clearly speaks
for the use of standardized ability tests (Kuncel et al., 2001;
Westrick et al., 2015; Beard and Marini, 2018).

Research on individual differences in cognitive abilities has
developed consensual theoretical models that are widely accepted
(e.g., Carroll, 1993; Schneider and McGrew, 2018). Therein,
intelligence is conceptualized as a hierarchical construct with
a strong general factor of intelligence (g) at the top that
explains positive correlations amongst lower-order cognitive
factors. Of the more specific cognitive abilities below the apex,
fluid (gf ) and crystallized intelligence (gc) are particularly
relevant. Gf represents the decontextualized ability to solve
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abstract problems and is elementary for knowledge acquisition
of any kind (Cattell, 1987; Wilhelm and Kyllonen, 2021). It
is best measured with reasoning tasks (Wilhelm, 2005b) and
has been equated with the general factor of intelligence for
psychometric reasons (e.g., Gustafsson, 1984). Gc, in turn, reflects
acquired skills and knowledge in different domains (e.g., Cattell,
1987) and is best measured with declarative knowledge tests
(Schipolowski et al., 2014). While knowledge acquisition requires
the investment of fluid abilities to some extent (Cattell, 1987),
it also has additional predictors (interests, personality traits,
and learning opportunities; Ackerman, 1996). Thus, gc has
the potential to contribute to the prediction of criteria such
as academic achievement above and beyond gf. For example,
Postlethwaite (2011) found stronger associations of gc and
academic achievement than for gf.

In university admission, cognitive ability tests often go
by the name of aptitude tests, which aim to measure the
intellectual abilities necessary to successfully complete studies.
For example, the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT), the American
College Test (ACT), and the Graduate Record Examination
(GRE) are institutionalized in college and university admission
in the United States. The term aptitude test rather stems
from an unfortunate disconnection between educational and
psychometric research than a real conceptual or empirical
difference to psychometric intelligence tests. From an empirical
perspective, aptitude tests are hardly distinguishable from
conventional cognitive ability tests (e.g., Coyle, 2006; Koenig
et al., 2008). From a theoretical perspective, any aptitude test can
be described in terms of established ability factors, or a linear
combination thereof. Thereto, it is helpful to locate the tests on
a theoretical continuum from decontextualized to contextualized
abilities, depending on how much they strain reasoning and
factual knowledge. Gf is close to the decontextualized end of the
continuum and fact knowledge tests, as indicators of gc, represent
the contextualized end. For example, “general” aptitude tests such
as the SAT-I and the GRE General primarily measure verbal and
quantitative reasoning (i.e., gf with aspects of word or number
knowledge). Common measures of reading comprehension, in
turn, rely on both gf and gc (Schroeders and Wilhelm, 2012).
“Subject-specific” aptitude tests, such as the SAT-II and the GRE
Subject Test are tests that predominantly measure knowledge in a
particular field (e.g., chemistry, physics) and are best understood
as measures of gc.

There is abundant empirical evidence that such ability tests
predict academic achievement (as measured by university grades)
above and beyond high school GPA (Bridgeman et al., 2000;
Kuncel et al., 2001; Westrick et al., 2015; Beard and Marini,
2018). Due to their general applicability across disciplines and
due to their long-standing institutionalization, there is more
evidence for tests such as the SAT-I or the GRE General. Subject-
specific tests like the SAT-II or the GRE Subject Tests are also
providing incremental value in predicting academic achievement
(e.g., Kuncel et al., 2001).

Empirical evidence clearly speaks for the generalizability of
these findings across countries and disciplines, but with regard
to the present undertaking we will briefly narrow our focus
on findings from German-speaking countries and psychology

in particular. Except for admission to medical degrees, aptitude
tests are not common in German-speaking countries (Austria,
Germany, Switzerland). Still, two meta-analyses for these
countries are generally in line with results from international
research and underline the predictive validity of subject-specific
admission tests (Hell et al., 2007a; Schult et al., 2019). The most
notable test development for psychology-specific admissions in
Germany has been reported by Formazin et al. [2011; but see
also Schmidt-Atzert (2005) and Heene (2007)]. The authors
developed a comprehensive test battery of reasoning, knowledge,
and text comprehension tests for which they established a
measurement model of cognitive abilities with a strong general
factor and a nested factor of crystallized intelligence. Critically,
both factors predicted academic achievement (βG = 0.32,
βGc = 0.59, R2

Total = 44%).
In sum, empirical evidence clearly demonstrates the utility

of standardized ability tests in university admission, and
psychology studies in Germany more specifically. Importantly,
key characteristics of an admission test can be deduced from
extant findings. Given its fundamental importance for learning,
fluid intelligence is relevant in any study program and is
reliably measurable with reasoning tests. To increase acceptance
(Kersting, 2008), the typically decontextualized reasoning test
can be contextualized by adapting superficial characteristics.
Declarative knowledge tests are the means of choice to test aspects
of crystallized abilities that are deemed relevant for a degree
(Cattell, 1987; Schipolowski et al., 2014). The development of
knowledge tests needs to be subject-specific and the selection
of knowledge domains and subdomains is best based on
a requirement analysis to maximize content and potentially
criterion validity. Finally, text comprehension tests are an
attractive addition to pure measures of gf and gc because
they require both abilities (Schroeders and Wilhelm, 2012),
possess high face validity, and have a track record of successful
application in university admission. Considering their gc share,
subject-specific test development is advised. To maximize fit with
study content, it is recommended to develop a taxonomy of study
content, which then informs the text content of the test.

In the present study, we compile, develop, and validate a
psychology-specific admission test. This test consists of several
reasoning, comprehension, and knowledge tests which are
contextualized for the psychology studies to varying degrees and
thus builds on the work of Formazin et al. (2011). We provide
evidence for its reliability, construct validity, and, importantly, its
criterion validity. Thereto, we use university GPA 2.5 years later.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample
The study was reviewed and approved by the local ethics board
(Spin 2019 2/1). Participants were N = 371 psychology freshmen
from five universities in south-western Germany. As expected in
a sample of German first-year psychology students, participants
were young (Mage = 21.3, SDage = 3.5) and mostly female
(84%). Demographic variables and sample sizes by university are
reported in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 | Demographic variables and sample sizes for tests, high school grade
point average (GPA), and University GPA by University.

University

A B C D E

Gender [m/f/other] 14/46/0a 10/48/0 7/53/0 8/50/0 21/111/2

Age [M (SD)] 22.1 (4.8) 20.9 (3.0) 21.7 (4.2) 20.7 (1.7) 21.3 (3.2)

NTests 61 58 60 58 134

NHighschool GPA 60 56 59 57 131

NUniversity GPA 48 37 31 33 65

a Information about the gender of one person is missing.

Test Battery
Reasoning Tasks
For the reasoning tests, we followed recommendations from
the Berlin Intelligence Structure model (Jäger, 1982) to select
multiple tests with varying stimulus modalities. Thus, we chose
three different gf tests with figural, numerical, and verbal
content (Wilhelm, 2005b; see Figure 1A). The 15-item numerical
reasoning test consists of arithmetic text problems that must
be solved without aids (e.g., notes, calculator). In the 15-item
verbal reasoning test, the correct conclusion must be drawn
from a set of premises. To increase the face validity, and thus
potentially the acceptance of the tests (Kersting, 2008), we
superficially contextualized the verbal and numerical tasks for
psychology or the general university context where possible.
The figural reasoning task comprises 28 figural matrices in
which rules must be recognized according to which figures
systematically change within a 3 × 3 matrix (Becker et al.,
2016). Unlike usual matrices tasks, the answer must be
constructed by the user instead of choosing from a fixed set of
response options.

Psychology-Specific Text Comprehension
We developed two psychology-specific text comprehension tests
in German and English language. We chose English as a second
language because it has been identified as a relevant skill in a
requirement analysis for psychology studies (Wetzenstein, 2004).
This is because it is the predominant language in science and
thus the majority of literature that is dealt with during psychology
studies in Germany.

To identify relevant content areas for testlets, we first
developed a comprehensive taxonomy of the Bachelor
Psychology curriculum. The taxonomy was based on the
specifications of the German Society for Psychology (DGPs),
the association of psychologists active in research and teaching,
which defined central subjects of the Bachelor Psychology
program (Deutschen Gesellschaft für Psychologie [DGPs],
2022). According to the DPGs guidelines, the subjects
General Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Biological
Psychology, Methodology, Differential/Personality Psychology,
Social Psychology, Psychological Assessment, Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, Clinical Psychology, and Educational
Psychology must be taught as part of the bachelor psychology
curriculum. Based on this list of subjects, the first two authors

FIGURE 1 | Sample items of (A) verbal, numerical, and figural reasoning tests,
(B) psychology-specific text comprehension tests, and (C) declarative
knowledge tests.

performed a comprehensive search in textbooks and university
calendars to identify the major topics and subtopics within
each subject. To validate the taxonomy developed in this way,
all professors of psychology working at German universities
(N = 557) were invited to evaluate the completeness and
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relevance of the identified topics in an online survey, of which
68 (12.2%) responded (results of this survey are reported at
https://osf.io/n9qt8/). Based on these responses, the taxonomy
was revised and finalized. For the text comprehension tests, the
content of the item stems was selected based on the relevance
rating from the survey. Both the German and the English
test contain five testlets with three multiple-choice items
each (Figure 1B).

Study-Specific Prior Knowledge
Based on a requirement analysis (Wetzenstein, 2004) and
an empirical investigation of knowledge tests in psychology
admission (Kunina et al., 2007) we included declarative
knowledge tests of high school level mathematics and biology
in the test battery (Figure 1C). For the biology test, topics were
selected that are covered as part of the bachelor’s curriculum
in psychology (i.e., "Anatomy," "Evolution," “Reproduction and
Development," "Genetics," "Neurobiology," "Behavioral Biology,"
"Metabolism," and "Cell Biology."). The same approach was
chosen for the mathematics test (i.e., "Algebra," "Analysis,"
"Analytic Geometry," and "Stochastics").

Study Design
At each university, participants were tested in a single session
and on a single day within the first 2 weeks of the semester. Test
participation was voluntary and compensated (course credits or
40€). Each session was led by a trained test administrator and
several subordinate test supervisors to ensure test security and
to mimic real testing conditions as closely as possible. Because
all but one university imposed pragmatic time constraints of
3 h for the study, we implemented a planned-missingness
design (see Table 2). Subsets of tests were administered at four
universities and all tests were administered at one university.
Tests were compiled to estimate all covariances between tests with
sufficient power.

Analysis
All analyses were performed in R [version 4.0.4, R Core Team
(2020)]. General data handling and visualization were performed
with packages from the tidyverse [version 1.3.1, Wickham et al.
(2019)], descriptive statistics and basic psychometrics were
computed with the package psych [version 2.1.6, Revelle (2020)]
and latent factor models were estimated with the package
lavaan [version 0.6-9; Rosseel (2012)]. All items were scored
1 if the response was correct, 0 if the item was presented
and the answer was false or not answered, and missing in all
other cases. Total scores for the subtests were computed as
the mean scores of the respective items and the total score
of the test battery was computed by averaging all available
subtest scores. High-school GPA was scaled across the entire
sample to reflect its quality as uniform university entrance
qualification. University GPA was scaled within universities.
Latent factor models with dichotomous indicators were estimated
with Diagonally Weighted Least Squares (DWLS) estimation
and missing data was handled pairwise. The analysis of
models with continuous indicators was carried out using Full

Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation to handle
data missing by design.

RESULTS

Descriptive Results and Construct
Validity
Descriptive statistics of all tests are reported in Table 3. As will
be the case in future “real” applications, participants completed
the core set of items (e.g., 15 items of verbal reasoning) plus an
additional third of items to be validated for future test renewal
(e.g., five additional items of verbal reasoning). The present
results refer to the core itemset. Due to the planned-missingness
design, sample sizes for the individual tests ranged between
N = 247 (knowledge tests) and N = 357 (figural reasoning).

Concerning test difficulty, please note that the current sample
was highly preselected (based on high school GPA) and thus
presumably more cognitively capable than the prospective, less
selected, applicant pool. Additionally, whereas test development
usually aims to optimize tests for average ability levels, the tests
developed here need to differentiate well amongst the upper 10–
20% of applicants. With this in mind, the distributions of test
scores were generally adequate. Neither the most difficult test
(numerical reasoning), nor the easiest test (text comprehension,
German) exhibited severe floor or ceiling effects (Table 3). The
proportion of missing responses per test ranged between 0.6%
and 15.8%, indicating that test time provided was sufficient
overall. Average item-total correlations range between 0.40
(numerical reasoning, biology knowledge) and 0.74 (figural
reasoning), which can be considered good.

Unidimensional measurement models were fitted for all
tests. Model fit was considered good with CFI ≥ 0.96 and
RMSEA ≤ 0.06 (Yu, 2002). Model fit ranged from good to
excellent, except for the biology test where the CFI was below the
suggested cut-off value. Because the misfit was mainly caused by
a single residual correlation, we refrained from altering the test.
McDonald’s (1999) omega was above 0.70 for all tests, indicating
good saturation. In sum, unidimensionality and reliability can be
assumed for all.

Zero-order correlations of all tests and criteria are reported
in Table 4. As expected, all tests were moderately positively
correlated. Conclusively, the highest correlation was observed
between numerical reasoning and the mathematics knowledge
test, both rely on mathematic operations, and the two text
comprehension tests. The biology test, as a pure measure of fact
knowledge, correlated the weakest with the other tests, which all
have a strong share of gf.

To investigate the structure of the test battery, we compared
a nested factor model as established in Formazin et al. (2011)
with a more parsimonious g factor model. In the nested factor
model, all seven tasks loaded on a common g factor, and the
text comprehension and knowledge tasks additionally loaded on
an orthogonal gc factor. In this model, the gc factor captures
the common variance of its tasks that is not captured by the
general factor. We used full maximum likelihood estimation
(Graham, 2009) to account for planned-missingness. The nested
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TABLE 2 | Planned-missingness design of the study.

University Reasoning Psychology-specific text
comprehension

Knowledge

Numerical Verbal Figural German English Mathematics Biology

A X X X X

B X X X X

C X X X X X

D X X X X

E X X X X X X X

Ticks indicate that a test was administered.

TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics and fit indices of confirmatory factor analysis.

Reasoning Text comprehension Knowledge

Numerical Verbal Figural German English Mathematics Biology

N 250 308 357 250 251 247 247

# Items 15 15 28 15 15 15 15

M (SD) score 6.95 (2.70) 10.86 (2.72) 19.75 (5.88) 12.08 (2.19) 11.18 (2.54) 8.97 (3.01) 9.66 (2.53)

M (SD) rit 0.40 (0.13) 0.46 (0.11) 0.74 (0.12) 0.49 (0.19) 0.51 (0.12) 0.47 (0.13) 0.40 (0.15)

χ2 of g-model 95.81 97.65 720.72 94.89 91.00 79.56 109.86

df of g-model 90 90 350 90 90 90 90

p 0.318 0.273 0.000 0.342 0.451 0.777 0.076

CFI 0.971 0.977 0.987 0.987 0.998 1.000 0.912

RMSEA 0.016 0.017 0.054 0.015 0.007 0.000 0.030

ωtotal factor 0.72 0.80 0.98 0.83 0.84 0.78 0.74

rit, corrected item-total correlation; df, degrees of freedom; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; ω, McDonald’s (1999) omega
total reliability coefficient.

TABLE 4 | Zero-order correlations of all tests and criteria.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Reasoning—Numerical 250 190 238 190 192 188 187 250 245 128

2. Reasoning—Verbal 0.38 308 295 250 191 187 188 308 301 181

3. Reasoning—Figural 0.24 0.41 357 238 238 238 239 357 349 209

4. Text comprehension—German 0.36 0.37 0.38 250 133 129 188 250 245 144

5. Text comprehension—English 0.37 0.31 0.31 0.48 251 247 188 251 245 133

6. Knowledge—Mathematics 0.46 0.35 0.22 0.40 0.29 247 188 247 241 130

7. Knowledge—Biology 0.08t 0.02t 0.12t 0.17 0.21 0.15 247 247 242 139

8. Total test score 0.69 0.70 0.66 0.72 0.71 0.66 0.46 370 362 213

9. GPA—High school 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.24 0.11t 0.11t 0.08t 0.21 363 209

10. GPA—University 0.09t 0.21 0.31 0.35 0.36 0.19 0.22 0.38 0.35 214

Values below the diagonal are bivariate correlations. Values on and above the diagonal are the respective sample size for the correlations. Grades were recoded so that
higher values indicate better performance. tp > 0.05.

factor model fit the data adequately (χ2
[10] = 19.88, p = 0.030,

CFI = 0.966, RMSEA = 0.052). Although the factor loadings
were comparable to those reported by Formazin et al. (2011;
1λtext_de = –0.06, 1λmath = –0.23, 1λtext_en = –0.03, 1λbio = –
0.06), the factor variance was not significant. Thus, a reliable gc
factor could not be established next to the strong general factor in
the current data. A power analysis using Monte-Carlo simulation
indicated that this was likely due to the comparatively small
sample size of the current study. A sample size of approximately

1300 [cf. a sample of N = 1187 in Formazin et al. (2011)] would
have been necessary to achieve a power of 0.80 for establishing a
factor variance larger than zero.1

The more parsimonious g factor model had a fit of
χ2

(14) = 28.88, p = 0.011, CFI = 0.949, RMSEA = 0.054. As
conceivable from the manifest correlations, modification indices
pointed toward a residual correlation between numerical

1https://osf.io/n9qt8/
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reasoning and mathematics as the main source of the misfit.
Allowing for this sensible correlation representing the indicators’
shared numerical content improved the fit significantly:
χ2

(13) = 20.62, p = 0.081, CFI = 0.974, RMSEA = 0.040. Because
it was adequate for the available sample size and explained the
observed data well, we proceeded with this measurement model
for the investigation of criterion validity.

Predictive Validity
Manifest correlations indicated significant associations between
the total test score, high-school GPA and university GPA. The
total test score correlated r = 0.21 (p < 0.001) with high
school GPA and, more importantly, r = 0.38 (p < 0.001) with
university GPA after 2.5 years. The correlation of high school
GPA and university GPA was in the same range (r = 0.35,
p< 0.001).

To investigate incremental validity, we estimated latent factor
models (see the Appendix for manifest simple and multiple
regression results). In a first model (Model A, Figure 2A), we

tested the incremental validity of g above and beyond high school
GPA, using the method proposed by Feng and Hancock (2021).
Thereto, we regressed g on high school GPA and create latent
phantom variables (ξ School, ξ g) which capture the variance of
high school GPA and the residual variance of g after controlling
for high school GPA, respectively. These two variables were
regressed on university GPA as the criterion [see Feng and
Hancock (2021) for details on the parameterization of such
models]. This model fit the data well: χ2

(25) = 40.68, p = 0.025,
CFI = 0.958, RMSEA = 0.041. A post-hoc power analysis indicated
that the sample size was sufficient to estimate all parameters
of interest. The implemented modeling has the advantage that
path coefficients can readily be interpreted in terms of explained
variance and incrementally explained variance: High school GPA
predicted R2 = 0.3822 = 14.7% (p = 0.001) of the variance
in university GPA and g predicted a remarkable additional
1R2 = 0.4022 = 16.0% (p = 0.003).

In a second model (Model B, Figure 2B), we tested the
incremental validity of high school GPA above and beyond

FIGURE 2 | Model-based test of incremental validity of (A) g over high school grade point average (GPA) and (B) high school GPA over g. χ2
(25) = 40.68, p = 0.025,

CFI = 0.958, RMSEA = 0.041. All estimates are standardized and significantly greater than zero.
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g. The approach was equivalent to model A except that high
school GPA was regressed on g to obtain the residual variance
of high school GPA after controlling for g. In this model, g
predicted R2 = 0.4922 = 23.8% (p < 0.001) of the variance in
university GPA and high school GPA predicted an additional
1R2 = 0.2622 = 6.9% (p = 0.097).

DISCUSSION

The goal of the present study was to develop and validate
an admission test for the highly selective bachelor psychology
program in Germany. We based the test on the extensive
literature on subject-specific achievement tests, contemporary
models of cognitive ability, and a comprehensive taxonomy
of the bachelor psychology curriculum. The test battery meets
psychometric requirements and, importantly, predicts university
GPA 2.5 years later above and beyond high school GPA.

Evidence of Construct Validity
Unidimensional measurement models could be established for
all tests, which provides evidence for their construct validity
and legitimizes the aggregation of items (Little et al., 2002). At
the higher level, a single general factor explained the observed
data well. Contrary to theoretical expectations, a reliable factor
of crystallized intelligence could not be established. As a power
analysis revealed, this difference compared to Formazin et al.
(2011) was likely due to the small and preselected sample of the
current study. In future unselected applicant samples a reliable
gc factor that incrementally contributes to the prediction of
academic achievement might emerge. Similarly, the knowledge
factor could also be strengthened by additional indicators, a point
we address in the discussion on possible further developments
of the test battery. Ultimately, however, this is an empirical
question–for the time being, the single-factor model stands,
which is in excellent agreement with the manifest total score of
the test battery, which is to be used later for admission decisions.

Evidence of Criterion Validity
The test battery predicted university GPA 2.5 years later.
Importantly, it was incrementally valid above high school
GPA and vice-versa. Thus, both selection criteria significantly
contributed to the prediction of academic achievement in the
bachelor studies of psychology. In fact, the predictive power of
the test was higher than that of high school GPA—while the test
explained substantial portions of university GPA after controlling
for high school GPA, high school GPA provided less incremental
explanation after controlling for test performance. This speaks
for the great utility of the test and the importance of cognitive
abilities for university achievement.

Regarding high school GPA, it must be acknowledged that the
range of grades was strongly restricted because participants were
admitted to psychology studies based on their (very good) high
school GPA before the study. This range restriction invariably
attenuates observable associations between school and university
GPA (Sackett and Yang, 2000). University GPA was also highly
restricted in range, with most grades indicating that the ceiling
for performance was too low. Whether this is due to uniformly

exceptional psychology students or an inflationary allocation of
good and very good grades can be discussed, but statistically it
attenuates the observed criterion correlations for both the test
and high school GPA. Criterion correlations might therefore be
higher if standardized knowledge tests with adequate difficulty
would be used to assess academic achievement (e.g., in the form
of a master’s admission test). In this case, lower estimates of
predictive validity would be expected for high school GPA as it
would not benefit from a mono method bias (Campbell and Fiske,
1959) anymore, as is now the case with GPA as the criterion.

Broadening the Predictor Space
The test represents a comprehensive measure of reasoning and
to some extent knowledge and text comprehension which jointly
predict academic achievement, but the inclusion of additional
predictors might further improve its predictive validity. Given
the meta-analytic evidence for the strong predictive validity
of subject-specific knowledge tests (e.g., Kuncel et al., 2001)
strengthening this component in the test battery might be
envisioned in the future. In Austria, for example, extensive
psychology knowledge tests, for which applicants can prepare
in advance, are successfully applied (Legenfelder et al., 2008).
Domain sampling [cf. Robitzsch (2015); chap. 7] based on the
comprehensive taxonomy proposed in this study would allow
for a content valid assessment of relevant prior knowledge
that applicants would benefit from during their studies [e.g.,
Hambrick and Engle, 2002; but see also Simonsmeier et al.
(2021), for a critical discussion on the effects of prior
knowledge on learning].

Obviously, other attributes and abilities necessary to succeed
in both psychology degrees and psychological occupations
are not measured by the present test battery. These traits
include conscientiousness, motivation, and other self-reported
dispositions—the measurement of which is too easily distorted.
In areas such as psychology, medicine, or teaching, socio-
emotional abilities could be potent predictors of academic and
job achievement and policymakers seem ready to include such
abilities in college admission procedures. Yet, it is simple to
demand such an extension of the predictor space, yet it is
hard to scientifically justify. Most measures of socio-emotional
abilities are severely plagued by psychometric issues, ranging
from assessing maximal abilities with self-reports of typical
behavior, over tests without veridical scoring, to measurement
models not matching theoretical models (Wilhelm, 2005a).
Although some approaches overcome these issues (Hildebrandt
et al., 2015; Schlegel and Scherer, 2018; Geiger et al., 2021), a
comprehensive model of socio-emotional abilities as a second
stratum factor is still missing (Olderbak and Wilhelm, 2020).
At the present moment, socio-emotional abilities are merely
potential candidates to be included in comprehensive models of
cognitive abilities (Wilhelm and Kyllonen, 2021) and are not yet
suitable for use in university admissions. We hope that this gap
will soon be filled to broaden the space of valid predictors.

Limitations and Future Perspectives
A limitation of the current study is the pre-selected nature of
the sample. All participants were already admitted to psychology
studies based on their (very good) high school GPA. Thus, the
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sample is likely not representative of prospective, unselected
applicant samples. For the calibration of item difficulties,
however, this was beneficial because the test will have to
differentiate in the high ability spectrum.

Fairness is an important aspect of admission procedures.
Albeit, it is also difficult to assess and address. The scientific
concepts of fairness (American Educational Research Association
[AERA] et al., 2014) predominantly deviate from common
conceptions of group-equal representations because they allow
for potentially real group differences in measured abilities.
Instead, the American Educational Research Association [AERA]
et al. (2014) stress (a) the equal treatment of all applicants,
(b) the opportunity to familiarize oneself with the selection
procedure for all applicants, and (c) the absence of systematic
discrimination against groups. Standardized achievement tests
undoubtedly meet (a and b) has been addressed for the current
test through free provision of preparation materials. Testing
for systematic discrimination of groups (e.g., age, gender, SES,
ethnicity) is a high priority for the future. However, this
presupposes sufficient data for statistical analysis. This was not
the case in the preselected sample of our study, which was rather
homogeneous in terms of gender (i.e., mostly female), age (i.e.,
young), and SES (i.e., mostly average to high). Thus, some aspects
of fairness can only be investigated once the test is operational.

We argue that an objective, standardized, performance test
as developed here has the potential to reduce unfairness and so
far we have no reason to expect that the test violates scientific
standards of faking. However, causes for group differences
supposedly precede testing and what might appear as true group
difference might in fact be due to unequal group treatment at an
earlier stage. Regarding individual tests, one might fear that tests
covering school knowledge are prone to effects of SES just like
school grades are. School grades and knowledge tests differ in
two aspects relevant for considering their fairness: standardized
tests allow for a rather pure assessment of individual differences
in declarative knowledge and their content is both tractable
and transparent. In this sense, standardized knowledge tests
supposedly allow for fairer comparisons between individuals.

Lastly, adherence to the paper-pencil testing in German
university admission should be reconsidered. Computerizing
the test would not only increase efficiency but also allow
for the implementation of numerous alternative test formats,
e.g., working memory capacity (WMC) (Wilhelm et al., 2013).
Contrary to fluid intelligence or g, WMC has a much stronger
theoretical foundation in cognitive psychology which greatly
facilitates a number of psychometric challenges (e.g., easier or
even automated item development, strong determination of item
difficulties). Some tests from the present battery are available in
a digital format and all could be digitized easily. Similar tests
suggest equivalence of digital and paper-based versions (e.g.,
Schroeders and Wilhelm, 2010, 2012).

CONCLUSION

In sum, the psychology-specific admission test developed in this
study meets psychometric requirements and predicts academic
achievement beyond high school GPA. It thus contributes
substantially to the identification of suitable psychology students
and should be integrated into established admission procedures.
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APPENDIX

Appendix Table 1 | Simple and multiple linear regression for predicting university grade point average (GPA) with (a) high school GPA, (b) test score or both.

Predictors Beta [CI95%] R2 1R2

(a) High school GPA

Step 1 12.4%

(Intercept) 0.00 [–0.12, 0.13]

High school GPA 0.37 [0.24, 0.51]

Step 2 21.1% 8.7%

(Intercept) 0.04 [–0.08, 0.16]

High school GPA 0.31 [0.18, 0.44]

Test 0.30 [0.18, 0.43]

(b) Test score or both

Step 1 12.9%

(Intercept) 0.04 [–0.09, 0.17]

Test 0.36 [0.23, 0.49]

Step 2 21.1% 8.2%

(Intercept) 0.04 [–0.08, 0.16]

Test 0.31 [0.18, 0.44]

High school GPA 0.30 [0.18, 0.43]

Beta, standardized regression coefficient; CI95%, 95% confidence interval.
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